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Abstract
Asymmetry measurements are common in collider experiments and can sensitively probe particle properties.
Typically, data can only be measured in a finite region covered by the detector, so an extrapolation from the
visible asymmetry to the inclusive asymmetry is necessary. Often a constant multiplicative factor is more than
adequate for the extrapolation and this factor can be readily determined using simulation methods. However,
there is a potential, avoidable pitfall involved in the determination of this factor when the asymmetry in the
simulated data sample is small. We find that to obtain a reliable estimate of the extrapolation factor, the
number of simulated events required rises as the inverse square of the simulated asymmetry; this can mean
that an unexpectedly large sample size is required when determining its value.
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1. Introduction
Measurements of production asymmetries have a long history at colliders, so examination of some of
the experimental techniques used to make them is important. Most measurements are performed by first
measuring the asymmetry within a restricted geometric region – the region covered by the detector – and
then extrapolating to the inclusive region. In some cases a constant multiplicative factor can reliably be
used. Because this sort of technique is widely applicable to experimental measurements, we explore it in
detail here and identify an important potential pitfall in estimating the multiplicative factor via simulations.
In general an asymmetry is defined with the partial cross sections, σ1 and σ2, over two complementary
kinematic or geometric regions,
A ≡ σ1 − σ2
σ1 + σ2
. (1)
We can simplify our discussion by considering the regions defined by a single variable, x, while integrating
over all other variables. In the case where x represents the pseudorapidity of a particle, which is directly
related to the angle θ between an outgoing particle and the beam line, this produces a forward-backward
asymmetry, for example for use in top-quark-pair production at the Fermilab Tevatron [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. We
define Ainclusive using
σinclusive1 =
∫ ∞
0
dx
dσ
dx
, and
σinclusive2 =
∫ 0
−∞
dx
dσ
dx
. (2)
However, when the entire range of x is not accessible due to kinematic constraints and/or the geometry of
the detector, we can only measure
σvisible1 =
∫ xvisible
0
dx
dσ
dx
, and
σvisible2 =
∫ 0
−xvisible
dx
dσ
dx
, (3)
which define the visible asymmetry, Avisible.
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There are multiple ways to extrapolate from Avisible to Ainclusive. The two simplest methods for doing
this are employing an additive correction factor (C=Ainclusive−Avisible) [6, 7] or, a method that is commonly
used, employing a multiplicative correction factor
R =
Avisible
Ainclusive
, (4)
where each are typically estimated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [2, 3, 8]. Each is applicable in
different physical scenarios. While more sophisticated correction methods can be employed [1, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], the multiplicative correction method has been very successful for
tt¯ leptonic asymmetry measurements, as the correction factor appears not to vary significantly with the
inclusive asymmetry [8]. In this Article, we explore a simple example in which this condition holds, but use
it to identify a pitfall in the estimation of the correction factor and explore ways in which this pitfall may
be avoided by future analyses.
For illustrative purposes, we consider a simplified model based on the measurement of the top leptonic
forward-backward asymmetry at the Fermilab Tevatron [2, 3, 4, 5]. It has been shown both that the
differential cross section of leptons as a function of pseudorapidity can be well approximated as the sum of
two Gaussian distributions with a common mean, and that the simple multiplicative extrapolation technique
works in this case [8]. For the purposes of this study, we take the differential cross section dσdx to be the
simpler single-Gaussian distribution with unit width and a non-zero mean, µ. As shown in Appendix A
there is an approximately linear relationship between the asymmetry and µ for small values of µ; we can
refer to the behavior of µ and the asymmetry interchangeably. This simple model provides a foundation to
understand the general behavior of multiplicative asymmetry extrapolation methods.
A potential pitfall occurs when estimating the correction factor in Eq. (4) using MC samples with small
asymmetries. Under certain quantifiable conditions, simulations can produce values of R that are misleading
and far from the correct value. To make the discussion concrete, we pick a visible region for our single
Gaussian distribution of −1.5 < x < 1.5, which gives the visible and inclusive regions as shown in Fig. 1.
Given this particular description, to an excellent degree of approximation we find R = 0.7795 ± 0.0005, as
shown in Appendix A. Since analyses typically have more complicated distributions and use MC methods
to estimate R, we begin this study by using MC samples to determine the distribution of the multiplicative
factor, and illustrate the pitfalls when the simulated Ainclusive goes to zero. We then compare this result
with a closed form statistical solution to gain a better understanding of why this pitfall arises.
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Figure 1: Two Gaussian distributions with unit width, with µ = 0.0 and µ = 0.5 in (a) and (b) respectively.
We highlight the events in regions A (−∞,−1.5), B (−1.5, 0), C (0, 1.5), and D (1.5,∞).
2. Monte Carlo Study
The most common method to determine the multiplicative correction factor is to simulate events accord-
ing to a calculated differential cross section dσdx , and calculate the correction factor R from the simulated
events. We mimic this procedure by generating sets of random numbers according to a simplified differential
cross section that takes the form of a Gaussian function with unit width and a mean µ. Each random number
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represents an event, each set of random numbers is a pseudo-experiment (PE), and the number of events
in each PE is denoted by N . From each PE, we can measure both Avisible and Ainclusive, and therefore R.
Distributions of these three values can then be generated with an ensemble of PEs; the number of PEs used
to generate these distributions is denoted by NPE. For example, in Fig. 1(a), we show our differential cross
section, a single PE, with N = 106 and µ = 0. In Fig. 2, we show the distributions of Avisible, Ainclusive,
and R for NPE = 10
6, each with N = 106 and µ = 0.1. This value of µ is chosen as it corresponds to
Ainclusive ≈ 8%, which is a value we typically see in tt¯ asymmetry measurements at the Tevatron [2, 3, 4, 5].
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2: Distributions of Ainclusive, Avisible, and R in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. Each distribution has
NPE = 10
6 with N = 106 and µ = 0.1.
Since the simulation of a practical differential cross section is usually computationally expensive, the
common practice is to simulate one PE with a modest N , usually on the order of 106, and calculate R from
it. In this analysis, the distribution of R from an ensemble of PEs reveals the quality of the estimation of R
from a single PE. We note that in Fig. 2(c) the variation in R is small, with a width less than 1% of its mean
value. With the simplified single-Gaussian differential cross section and the visible region specified above,
R = 0.7798 which is consistent with the calculation in Appendix A.
We next study the quality of the estimation of R as we vary the two factors, µ and N , which have
significant impact on potential measurements: we examine what happens both in the limit of small simulation
sample size and as µ → 0 (or equivalently, as the asymmetry approaches zero). Specifically, we aim to
understand whether the estimation of R is correct and what the uncertainty on that estimation is, the
sample size needed to obtain a small uncertainty, and whether the value of R is constant for all values of µ
when it is measured with a large sample size.
For µ = 0.1, R is well determined even with a fairly small value of N . Figure 3 shows distributions of
R for NPE = 10
6 with N = 105 and N = 103. As N decreases, the R distribution becomes much wider
and less Gaussian, and estimating the value of R from a single PE (as is typically done in realistic scenarios
with more complicated differential cross sections) quickly leads to incorrect results. Note that the peak of
the distribution still appears at the same place for reasons that will be discussed in Sec. 3. Thus, it becomes
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clear that there is a minimum allowable N , above which we can be confident in the estimation of R, and
below which the estimation of R is no longer reliable, thus introducing a significant systematic uncertainty
to the inclusive asymmetry measurement.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Distributions of R with NPE = 10
6 and µ = 0.1, for N = 105 and N = 103 in (a) and (b)
respectively. As N decreases, the estimation of R becomes worse; therefore, obtaining the correct result with
a single PE becomes statistically unreliable, and the systematic uncertainty becomes both significantly large
and asymmetric. Note the different x-axis scales in both plots.
This issue becomes even more pronounced as µ, and thus the asymmetry, approaches 0. In Fig. 4, we
show distributions of the estimated value of R but for µ = 10−3 and larger values of NPE. The first thing
we note is that R is virtually identical when the simulation size is sufficient. However, we also notice that
it requires four orders of magnitude more events to get the same width in the distribution of R as it did
for µ = 0.1. As we note in the next section, this effect has been studied in great detail in the statistics
literature, and we see that the R distribution begins to approximate a Cauchy distribution [23]. The usual
measurements of mean and standard deviation are not expected to give accurate and reliable results; indeed,
for a true Cauchy distribution these two values are not defined.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: The same set of plots as in Fig. 3, but for µ = 10−3 with N = 109 and N = 107 in (a) and (b)
respectively. We note that the distribution transition also occurs for this µ, but at a larger value of N .
To determine how many events we need to be able to make a reliable estimation of R, we define the
fraction of PEs with R < 0.5:
f =
NPE(R < 0.5)
NPE(total)
. (5)
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The choice here of R < 0.5 is somewhat arbitrary, and the results do not depend on this choice. However,
it is chosen to capture information on the lower tail of the R distribution and since it is many standard
deviations away from the large N answer we require f ≈ 0 for a reliable measurement of R. In Fig. 5 we
show f varying with N for various values of µ. For each value of µ, we see the same basic structure. For
low statistics (small N) we see large values of f (typically above 20%). However, at some threshold, f drops
quickly to zero. A qualitative definition of “proper statistics” is requiring N to be in the region where f ∼ 0,
which we refer to as the “high-statistics regime”; otherwise we are in the “low-statistics regime”.
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Figure 5: A plot showing f , the fraction of PEs with R < 0.5, versus N . Each line represents a different
choice of µ varying from µ = 0.1 to µ = 10−9. We highlight fthresh = 0.13, and note that as µ gets smaller,
the value of N where the line crosses fthresh gets significantly larger.
For µ = 0.1, f approaches 0 at N ∼ 103. This is consistent with what we see in Fig. 3; it is Gaussian
for N = 105, but begins approximating a Cauchy distribution at N ∼ 103. For µ = 10−3, f goes to 0 at
N ∼ 107 (as seen in Fig. 4), and so on. This indicates that as µ approaches zero, the number of events
that are needed to reliably estimate R increases. We quantify a measure of this “threshold” by defining
fthresh = 0.13 and then measuring the corresponding N , which we denote as Nthresh. This choice of fthresh
is also somewhat arbitrary, as any value between 0% and ≈ 20% would capture the relationship between
Nthresh and µ that we seek, and thus the results do not depend on this choice. We examine how this value
varies as µ→ 0. The result is shown in Fig. 6. As we can read off from the graph (and will show analytically
in Sec. 3), µ is roughly proportional to 1/
√
Nthresh. We note that Nthresh →∞ as µ→ 0.
Figure 6: A plot of Nthresh versus µ. Note that as µ→ 0, Nthresh →∞.
A second conclusion is shown in Fig. 7, which shows distributions of R measured in the high-statistics
regime for various values of µ. We see that R converges to a constant number for small µ, i.e. for this
particular differential cross section model and visible x-range it is R = 0.7795.
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(c)
Figure 7: Distributions of R with NPE = 10
6, for various small values of µ. In each case we have selected N
large enough such that we are in the high-statistics regime to ensure a reliable estimation of R, and we see
that R converges to 0.7795 in all cases with small uncertainty.
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3. Closed Form Statistical Study
In this section we use a closed form calculation to study the simulation size needed to get reliable
estimates of the constant multiplicative term. As previously noted, as N decreases, the R distribution
transitions from being Gaussian to approximating a Cauchy distribution. To explain this, we note that the
Cauchy distribution is the distribution of the ratio of two Gaussian random variables when the mean of the
denominator is zero. When the mean of the Gaussian in the denominator is far enough away from zero, the
distribution is Gaussian, and in the limit that it approaches zero, the distribution approaches the Cauchy
distribution. Therefore, since both Avisible and Ainclusive have approximately Gaussian distributions, the
distribution of R begins approximating a Cauchy distribution as µ approaches zero. Cauchy distributions
have a peak and a width, but the mean and standard deviation are undefined [23], and, without special
considerations, determining these values using numerical methods is precarious and can give wrong values.
In Fig. 8 we show contour plots of Avisible vs. Ainclusive in both the low-statistics and high-statistics
regimes, where we have taken µ = 2 × 10−2 and NPE = 106, with N = 104 and N = 106. We can think of
our measurement of R as R = Avisible/Ainclusive = tan(θ), where θ is the angle from the x-axis to the point
on the plot measured from the origin. We can see that in the high-statistics regime, θ doesn’t vary much
and is measuring the true slope of Avisible vs. Ainclusive. However, in the low-statistics regime, θ takes on all
possible angles, and for a majority of the measurements θ does not give a good measurement of the slope
of Avisible vs Ainclusive. This gives a visual demonstration of how the estimation of R breaks down below
Nthresh.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: Contour plots of Avisible vs. Ainclusive for NPE = 10
6 and µ = 0.02. We have set N = 104 and
N = 106 in (a) and (b) respectively.
MC methods will not reliably estimate R if the measurement of Ainclusive (the denominator of R) from a
single PE has a reasonable probability of being close to zero. Therefore, we need the simulation sample to be
large enough such that Ainclusive is well separated from zero. We require Ainclusive to be at least k standard
deviations away from zero, where k is typically a few, and calculate the minimum value of N that satisfies
this constraint.
To do this we start with the inequality
Ainclusive ≥ kσAinclusive (6)
where σAinclusive is the uncertainty of the measured value of A
inclusive. Using standard error propagation
techniques, we calculate σAinclusive to be
σAinclusive =
√
1− (Ainclusive)2
N
. (7)
By plugging Eq. (7) into Eq. (6) and solving for N , we obtain a lower bound on N given Ainclusive that
defines the high-statistics regime:
N ≥
k2
(
1− (Ainclusive)2
)
(Ainclusive)
2 . (8)
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In the limit where A→ 0, we findN ∝ 1/(Ainclusive)2, which is consistent with what others have observed [24].
Since Ainclusive ∝ µ, this is equivalent to N ∝ 1/µ2, and when k ≈ 2 we get a line that is consistent with the
line shown in Fig. 6; any larger value of k will also give a good description of the high-statistics regime. While
it is well known from similar calculations that a measurement of the uncertainty requires more statistics as
A gets smaller, it is not as readily known just how important this is for use in MC correction techniques.
4. Conclusions
We have studied the use of a simple multiplicative extrapolation method in asymmetry measurements.
This method has already been used for measurements made at the Fermilab Tevatron of the tt¯ forward-
backward asymmetry, and has potential for wide use. Perhaps most important for future experiments is
that, if the correction factor and its uncertainty are to be estimated from a simulated sample, more statistics
than expected may be needed, especially when the simulation yields small asymmetry values. We find that
the number of simulated events needed for reliable measurements rises as 1/(Ainclusive)
2
.
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Appendix A. Closed Form Numerical Validation
In this appendix we show both that the value of R is approximately constant for small values of µ and
that Ainclusive is linearly proportional to µ for our single-Gaussian model [8] using a closed form numerical
solution. Specifically, we use the following equations,
Ainclusive =
∫ ∞
0
dx
[
exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 )− exp(− (−x−µ)
2
2σ2 )
]∫ ∞
0
dx
[
exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 ) + exp(− (−x−µ)
2
2σ2 )
] , (A.1)
Avisible =
∫
1.5
0
dx
[
exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 )− exp(− (−x−µ)
2
2σ2 )
]∫
1.5
0
dx
[
exp(− (x−µ)22σ2 ) + exp(− (−x−µ)
2
2σ2 )
] , and (A.2)
R =
Avisible
Ainclusive
, (A.3)
with σ = 1.0, to plot R as a function of µ, as µ goes to 0. The result is shown in Fig. A.1. While R is
not exactly constant for all values of µ, it does not vary significantly from its value of 0.7795 at µ = 0 in
the regions that are typically relevant to experiments. For example, R only rises by 0.04% to 0.7798 at
µ = 0.1 (corresponding to Ainclusive = 7.97%). Similarly, R only rises by 1.10% at µ = 0.5 (corresponding
to Ainclusive = 22.2%). Thus, while assuming a constant multiplicative factor for the extrapolation is not
perfect, the systematic uncertainty introduced from taking it to be constant is minimal for the region we are
considering, and should be good for all but the highest precision measurements.
From Eq. (A.1), we can see that this is the error function, thus we write that
Ainclusive = erf
( µ√
2
)
, (A.4)
where in the limit µ 1, erf( µ√
2
) ≈
√
2
pi µ, and so we can see that A
inclusive ∝ µ.
Figure A.1: A plot of R determined analytically as a function of µ. We can see here how in the limit of
small µ, R = 0.7795 and only rises by 0.04% when µ = 0.1.
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